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Forgiveness
 
Forgiveness is just an excuse to escape from the darkness and the pain of the
hurt you've caused someone elese
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If I Were To Love You
 
If I were to love you I would hold you near, I would keep you c to my heart, I
would be by your side at all times, but would you feel the same for me or leave
my heart alone to rest
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I'Ll Wait
 
I'll wait until the sun sets until my dreams come true until the one I truly love
dies don't go without me I need you to make me feel whole don't make me wait
any longer....... please
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Im Cold
 
im cold and alone
with no one to comfort me
 
im cold and scared
with no one to tell me it will be okay
 
im cold and i want my jacket
but its slowly escaping my reach.....
escaping my reach, just like everyone else im close to
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Kandyce
 
Kandyce you are the one who I trust, you are the one I've always looked up to,
you are not only my best friend you are my life
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Love
 
Oh love how shall I explain thee, love is the feeling when you can truly trust
someone, when you feel like the person you love can take away your heaviest
burden and make all of your wishes come true
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The Dark
 
The dark will eventually find you and consume you and once you're in you can
never escape
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The Rain
 
The rain to me
may seem
a little bit better
than to others,
 
the rain to me
may be
a little bit nicer
than to others,
 
the rain may
favor me over
others because
I don't wish for
it to leave.
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Untrustworthy
 
Do you really feel the same way that I feel for you, or are you lying about what's
true and what's not, because you walk around here like you care, but you don't,
you just pretend like you know what's going on, but in reality your as truthful as
the lies you tell
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When I Look At You
 
when I look at you I feel warmth, i feel strength,
i see a person that can get through anything
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